Don’t drive through traffic. Drive around it.

Avoid congestion before you reach it. By enhancing your vehicle’s navigation system with the ability to see live traffic information, you can pinpoint traffic incidents, determine average traffic speed and estimate travel time along your route.

XM NavTraffic® features:

Live, as-it-happens information on traffic speed, accidents, construction, and road closings.

The best traffic information from the best sources, including police and emergency services, cameras and road sensors.

Coast-to-coast delivery of traffic information. View conditions for all points along your route and beyond.

Available in over 100 markets. For a complete market list, please visit Market Coverage.

Vehicle Availability

XM NavTraffic is now available on an ever growing number of new vehicles. Many aftermarket navigation systems also featuring the XM NavTraffic service. Please click here for NavTraffic availability.